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0. The radio “transient story” so far
1. Transient searches : optimizations 
2. Single-pulse searches (potential at low frequencies, 
examples @ Gauribidanur)
3. MWA related development
4. Multi-band approach 
5. Summary

=====Transients have been searched for 
quite some time, but the recent story starts 
with.. the so-called “Lorimer Burst” (2007) 
reported from the Parkes Telescope
.... detection of a dispersed pulse
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٧ =   1420 MHz,    ∆٧ = 32 MHz         
  
 ∆t/DM << 1 msec ;

٧ =   35 MHz,      ∆٧ =   1 MHz,        
∆t/DM  ~ 200 msec  ;

 Incoherent (Post-detection) 
dedispersion: Signal time sequence from 
each frequency channel is shifted backwards 
by a dispersive delay ∆t
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“Radio Bursts with Extragalactic 
Spectral Characteristics Show 

Terrestrial Origins” 
.....Sarah Burke-Spolaor et al 2010



  



  

Lorimer burst like 
recent Fast-Radio-Bursts (FRBs)

Thornton et al. 2013 

If real, expect several hundreds per day !! ..~20 till now



  

Extra-galactic origin ?!!



  

GMRT effort … pipeline ready… use of sub-arrays
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Potential Sources of Fast Radio Transients
• Pulsars : more in the post-tea pulsar talk  
              Found so far ~ 2000
              Expected number is much greater than this
              (The Crab Pulsar was found due to its giant pulses)

2. RRATs :
   A new category of radio sources  ( McLaughlin, M. A., 2006)
           Not explored much at low frequencies
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1. Pulsars
    Giant pulses (coherent emission from 
    sometimes a beach-ball size region <-- nanosecond)

2. RRATS

3.  Radio flares from 
            Brown dwarfs
            Jupiter
        Solar bursts
            Active stars
            AGN outbursts (Extra-galactic, higher frequencies)

 
4.   Many other known and unknown ??! sources
      Recent reports on Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) 
      ... argued to be of extragalactic origin (large DMs) !

Potential Sources of Fast Radio Transients



  



  

1. General considerations for optimum detection:
   a) targeted search
   b)  blind search
   might differ in size of the instanteneous 
   field of view.

   Common to both is Matched Filtering... 
   parameter space:
   dispersion measure, pulse width/shape
   (and period) 

  Here, we focus on non-recurring fast transients,
  which are hard to catch, and even harder to confirm.
  



  

Fast transients: signal necessarily from 
     compact sources,  
     broad-band (also coherent
                 across BW = 1/temporal_width),
     and most likely highly polarized

NOTE:
  sensitivity increases LINEARLY within 
coherence bandwidth, which could be high 
here, unlike for steady radio noise   



  

a) targeted search: 
  detection probability dp <-- sensitivity
            <-- collecting area (A),
                  bandwidth, pulse-width

 as long as beam-size >= source-size,
   higher A and longer look --> higher dp



  

b) all-sky (blind) search: 
  detection probability  
<-- sampled volume & look duration 
 <-- sensitivity, 
       field of view x N_beams, 
       look duration or duty-cycle
    <-- collecting area (A), bandwidth,
                  pulse-width, look duration



  

b) all-sky (blind) search: 
  sensitivity <--  A; 
  probed-distance <-- sqrt(A) 
  sky coverage at any time <-- N_beams/A
     probed volume <-- N_beams/sqrt(A)

 The benefit of large A can be realized only 
with   the correspondingly larger number of 
beams.
 (Of course, relevant luminosity distribution of  
   the targets of interest is also to be included).



  

These considerations assumed filled-apertures. 

  Dilute apertures have poorer
volume coverage for fast transients.
 
  Use of multiple apertures to cover different 
directions appears more rewarding, compared to 
combining them
as an incoherent array.... 

   ....as far as “sampled volume” is concerned.

Bandwidths: for delta_f < BW_coh < BW,

    sensitivity <-- sqrt(BW*BW_coh)



  

Cordes 2009



  

Bhat et al 2011



  



  

Using VLBA data in parallel 
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Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) 
Detection & Mitigation

First order detection/mitigation 
happens naturally

  i.e. Broadband RFI show up at 0.0 DM-value

  
  Identify deviations from the otherwise 
  smooth spectrum as narroband RFI
  .. and exclude such spectral channels

  Monitor ratio of the expected to the observed 
    standard deviation of intensity variation 
    in each of the channels; RFI will show a dip
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Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) 
Detection & Mitigation

   Can antennas filter pre-specified RFI bands ?

   Yes.

   Can polarization filter be used, i.e. Can
   Removal of polarized component help ?
   
    No.   
    Risky !... since your transient signal
    Is likely to be polarized.

 
  

  



  

How to ensure immunity to RFI ? 

  Go to remote places free of RFI ? e.g. MWA.
   ... but no escape from satellite signals
   .... Moon reflects man-made RFI 
   

    Use of multiple locations.   



  

How to ensure immunity to RFI ? 
 
   
   Appeal to large span in frequency,
   or rather span in wavelength-square..
   to exploit the dispersion characteristics
   of the sky signal.

   Even the expected frequency dependence can be

   checked for, i.e. F^-2, as a criterion.   



  

2. Single-pulse searches: a case-study with 
data from the Gauribidanur telescope
(IIA+RRI; Freq. 34.5 MHz; 12000 sq m)

  .....A possible detection of a radio 
counterpart of a Fermi-LAT pulsar
   (Yogesh Maan, Aswathappa,+  2012)

and more...
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Single-pulse detection 
Single pulse search technique: Methodology:

     1. Dedispersion at a range of DMs
     2. Matched-filtering for different pulse widths
         3. Thresholding for significance assessment
         4. Diagnostics

Radio Frequency Interference : Detection & mitigation
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٧ =   1420 MHz,    ∆٧ = 32 MHz         
  
 ∆t/DM << 1 msec ;

٧ =   35 MHz,      ∆٧ =   1 MHz,        
∆t/DM  ~ 200 msec  ;

 Incoherent (Post-detection) 
dedispersion: Signal time sequence from 
each frequency channel is shifted backwards 
by a dispersive delay ∆t
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Dispersion Measure

Signal to N
oise (S/N

)

Spacing of DM-values 

 Δ DM      ƒ3/Δƒ         
      
             Δt

Example 
detection  by 
dedispersing 
over a trial 
DM-value 
range

Data taken 
from 
observations 
in the 
direction of 
pulsar 
B1133+16
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Matched Filtering

     Smoothing time = width of the pulse    
=>  Maximum Signal to noise Ratio

Most Dominant Factor which decides the 
Pulse-Width at 35 MHz : Interstellar 
Scattering 

  
  Convolution of the intrinsic pulse with a 

one-sided exponential function
  Scattering time-scale   ~ ƒ-4 ×DM2 
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B0834+06
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2. Sensitivity

Periodicity search needs a number of pulses present in the data to be  searched
  SPS is sensitive to even a single bright pulse, even if buried in RFI.
  More than one transient sources present in the beam can be 
detected simultaneously (using MST-Radar antenna)
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Narrow-band RFI

 Remove the 
corresponding 
frequency 
channels

Broad-band RFI
  

  Problematic 
   for low-DM signals

  part of data can be removed =>  Low sensitivity
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Is that enough ?
Very difficult for any RFI 
to mimic the distinct 
dispersive characteristics 
at low frequencies

( Δt/DM (pc/cc) ~ 212 ms 
at 35 MHz, Δƒ=1 MHz)

Swept-freq 
Radar ?

Needed further 
investigation

Sweep opposite to what 
we expect due to 

interstellar medium

Aliased part detected 
in search, notice the 

spectral power 
dominantly in low 
frequency channels



  



  

High Time Resolution at the MWA

This capability is relatively new within the MWA 
project

Currently under development 

• MWA Correlator generates visibilities at 0.5 sec, 10 kHz 
resolutions

• High Time Resolution recorder (Voltage capture system + 
beam former + processing) is being designed to cater to 
science applications that require higher time resolution

 (Solar,  Pulsars,  Fast Transients, etc.) 

• Two related systems (eventually):
• Transient detection system (TARDIS) 
• Full-bandwidth digital beam former (by RRI group)



MWA VCS

MWA Correlator (128 Tiles, 3072 channels) 
Receiver (for 8 Tiles) 

Tile (4 x 4 dipole array)

B
eam

form
er 



  

3. MWA related development

   MWA: 
128 tiles (16 dual pol elements each)
...total area comparable to the Parkes dish...
80-330 MHz sampled, but only 32 MHz 
BW is used/recorded at a time.

  RRI's proposal for a full-band mode
  ... involves phasing of 8-tiles at the
  station level, and send out the full band
  with this partial phased-array mode,
  instead of  32 MHz from each tile.



  

Recent observations at MWA
128T; 12x1.28 MHz



  

 Arecibo related development

  Arecibo: GALFACTS 
  L-band, seven pixels, 300-MHz BW,
  spectral-resolution -> 1 MHz
  time resolution 1 msec.
  Full Stokes
   Meridian nodding mode, basket-weaving 



  

 Summary

• In Blind search : collecting area advantage is retained 
through use of multiple beams

• Coherence in spectra domain --> gain linear with 
BW_coh

• Benefits at Low-frequencies and/or with large spectral 
span

• Multiple stations crucial 
• Exciting times ahead !  
• Thank you for listening.


